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FEB 101976
DYSFUNCTIONAL ROLE CONCEPTION:
THE WEAKEST LINK IN SELLING
George A. Field

There is rather general agreement that, although companies spend the greater part of their promotional dollar on
the personal selling function, the quality of the sales effort
more often than not leaves much to be desired. While part of
the problem lies in inadequate selection techniques, much of
the blame must be placed on sales training programs that fall
short of the mark.
Historically, there has been a tendency for sales training programs to overemphasize product information and company policy at the expense of training in techniques of selling.1
More recently, there appears to be increased emphasis
on selling techniques, possibly in part as a result of the spate
of popular books on salesmanship. Increased emphasis is also
being placed on motivation to sell, and sales trainers make
use of any help that looks promising, from the inspirational
speech by leading salesmen to the auto-hypnotic self-help
proYided by records and tapes for the benefit of aspiring salesmen.
Valuable as these techniques and motivational aids may
be. they do not come to grips with the central problem in
selling, the salesman with a dysfunctional role and self conception which is either largely ignored by the training program or may in fact be an outgrowth of "sales" training that
is heavily weighted with company policy, product information, or selling techniques. The ineffectual salesman often
fails to sell because he doesn't know what he's supposed to
be doing, or because he thinks he knows but has the wrong
idea (often taught to him by his employer).
We propose to examine five common types of dysfunctional role conceptions and show how they work to diminish
sales, and to suggest a more appropriate model for the self
and role conception of the successful saleman.
Five D~•sfunctional Role Conceptions
The pyramid in Figure 1 illustrates six role conceptions,
five of which are either wholly or in part dysfunctional. They
are arranged in descending order of dysfunctionality, so far
as possible. In some cases one may be worse than another,
and vice versa, so an absolute hierarchy is not feasible. They
are also approximately in descending order of frequency,
thus illustrating the extent of the problem.
Let us begin with the worst, so as to have something
better to anticipate. Level 6, at the bottom, represents total
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disaster: The Rejecter. This is the salesman who drives the
customer away in no uncertain terms.
Probably the most common form of the Rejecter is the
salesman who tells the customer that he doesn't have the
product when he actually does. Probably every professor
can think of some book salesman who prevented the adoption
of one of his company's books because, when the prof asked
what he had for a particular course, the salesman said, "sorry,
nothing."
Later the professor came across the desired book in a
catalog or brochure, perhaps too late to order it. The retail
sales clerk who tells the customer he does not have the product, or does not even know what it is, when it is actually on
the shelf behind him is all too common.
Even worse is the salesman who tells the customer that
the product doesn't exist and that. if it did, it would be worthless.
When comedian Milt Kamen was publicizing an early
model of an isometric exercising device on television. a customer who tried to buy one was told by the proprietor of a
sporting goods store that there was no such thing, and that
it wouldn't work anvwav; he had been a trainer for the Detroit Lions for 15 years, ·he said, and knew what he was talking about. The device was purchased elsewhere.
When 10-W-40 motor oil came on the American market,
gas station attendants almost invariably replied to motorists
who asked for it, "You mean 10-W-30." When assured that
the desired oil was 10-W-40, the.v said, "There is no such
thing. And if they did make it, it wouldn't be any betterjust more paraffin."
Another type of sales rejecter is the obnoxious salesman.
He may be quite knowledgeable, but he enjoys arguing with
or insulting the customer. He may persuade the customer to
buy, but not from him; the customer looks for another supplier, and the rejecter has created a sale for a competitor.
One sporting goods proprietor told a regular customer,
"You always come in here and ask a lot of questions when
you buy small items, but you make your big purchases elsewhere. You just come in here to get free information." His
information was not really that accurate or valuable, and the
customer in future made his small purchases, as well as the
large ones, at another store.
A purchasing agent for an automotive division said,
"There's one salesman I can't stand. I have to deal with him
because he has good prices, but he's conceited and arrogant,
and I'm just waiting to catch him in a lie or fraud, and then
I'll saw his legs off."
The blandest order rejecter is the one who simply doesn't
3

know enough to answer the customer's questions. In his
search for product information, the customer is forced to seek
another source of supply.
Level 5: The Space M:an. This living example of role
ambiguity is not an active rejecter of sales but a passive agent
who loses sales through inaction and vacuity. He simply takes
up space. He doesn't really know what he's supposed to be
doing. He is pleasant and agreeable, but his customer calls
are more social than businesslike.
He ignores buying signals, and when the customer says,
"Say, we could use some of those gadgets," he replies, "Well,
I'm glad you like our product. And when you do decide to
buy, give me a call." It does not quite penetrate that the
customer is ready to buy now. The space man overpopulates
retail stores and automotive dealerships, but he may also be
found "selling" office machinery, machine tools, and even
computers.
Level 4: The Order Taker. This type literally needs no
introduction. He knows how to write up an order (not always
the case with the space man) but makes little or no effort to
create the sale. He appears to be virtually omnipresent, and
his problem is that he unconsciously thinks of himself as an
order taker, not a sale creator. He suffers from dysfunctional role conception to a marked degree, and in many cases
he can be revived if placed in an intensive care unit.
Level 3: The Product Specialist. This is the "salesman"
who thinks of himself as a technical specialist, a source of
knowledge for the customer. He talks endlessly about the
product and sometimes succeeds in selling it; sometimes, however. he says too much and drives the customer away or, in
his preoccupation with product features. ignores the customer, who then searches for a salesman to whom he can relate
in line with his own role expectations.
Like the Freudian product-oriented individual. the Product Specialist tends to be unconcerned about others. Often,
he talks to himself when he thinks he is talking to the customer. He fails to discover the customer's interests and motives.
The car salesman who talks about engines to the lady
customer interested in safety features or color and the machinery salesman who lectures about technical design elements to a factory machinery buyer interested mainly in delivery time or warranty policy are typical examples of the
Product Specialist.
Some Product Specialists are the result of the salesman's
own technical background and interests. Frequently, however, they are themselves the unfortunate product of company "sales" training programs. Sales trainers are often highly product-oriented, and they create "salesmen" who are car-
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bon copies of themselves by drilling them thoroughly on product features while ignoring other essentials.
. The Product Specialist tends to ignore buying signals
emitted by the prospect; he fails to uncover hidden objections and may even be inept at fielding overt objections unless they relate to the product itself.
A classic instance of a sale lost by a Product Specialist
was experienced by a sales training specialist, who was dispatched by an automotive company to observe th e performance of dealers on new car announcement day in Philadelphia. A salesman began an extensive lecture on the new engine; then he asked, "Where do you work?"
"I'm from the sales training department in Detroit-just
stopped by to see how the new car is doing."
"Well, then, I'm wasting my time telling you about the
car."
Perhaps he was, but he could have sold a car; as a new
employe of the company, the training specialist was then
driving a competitive make, which is not considered good
form in Detroit. He never bothered to find out whether he
really had a prospect or not.
Level 2: The Trick-or-Treater. This type of salesman
may or may not also be a Product Specialist, but he has learned a number of standard selling tricks or techniques for motivating, meeting objections, and closing. These tricks, known
to almost every sales trainer, may be found in any of the numerous books on salesmanship, and there is no question about
the utility of some of them.
At their worst. however, they smack of charlatanism and
implant a feeling of insincerity in the prospect. A typical
example is the musty old trick, letting the pen roll off the
table onto the floor, in hopes that the prospect will pic k it
up and thus more readily sign his name to the order. This
shabby maneuver was actually incorporated into a sales
training film produced for a leading automobile division.
At their best, these techniques exhibit considerable efficacy, but they still fall short of establishing the type of seller-buyer relationship required for professional selling. Ach~eving this relationship requires something better than the tnckor-treater role conception, which rests on the application of
fundamentally mechanical ploys rather than the use of insight, analysis and feeling-tone.
Level 1: The Cognitive S ensor and Guide. This role conception does not preclude the seller from also being familiar
with the technologv used-or misused by the P roduct Specialist and the Trick-or-Treater. Ideally, the Cognitive Sensor and Guide should know his product as well as the techniques of meeting objections, closing, and so forth. But in addi5

tion to this basal technology, he must think of himself and
his role in an entirely different way, and this is where many
programs of sales training are found wanting.
The Cognitive Sensor and Guide thinks of his role as that
of sensing his prospect's thoughts and feelings about the purchase, with a view to supporting or modifying those feelings,
percepts and attitudes that will lead him to consummate the
transaction. This he does by listening, asking questions, observing, probing, and then feeding back the required persuasive material indicated by his findings.
This sensing process is not a rigid or determinate one.
The prospect ma.y experience continuing shifts or swings in
sentiment or belief during the course of the sale. Prospect
sensing is thus a continuing process requiring subordination
of the urge to flood the prospect with product information or
mechanical techniques to the point at which the salesman
becomes overly preoccupied with this type of implementive
technology.
Continuous sensing enables the seller to convey to the
prospect only those elements, selected from the vast array of
possible information and techniques, that will guide him into
the close.
The Cognitive Sensor and Guide recognizes that different prospects like to be sold in different ways. He docs not,
therefore, attempt to deploy a uniform panoply of sales technology on all prospects, nor does he, ideally, fall into the trap
(advocated in some sales training courses) of lumping prospects into categorical taxonomies such as the Milktoast Type,
the Tough-Guy prospect, and so forth, and applying techniques
stereotyped to each frame of the typology. Instead, he treats
each prospect idiosyncratically, sensing and guiding as the
signals elicited from the prospect dictate.
In the cognitive sensing and guiding process, appropriate
feedback is the key. While prospect-sensing, the seller observes that certain aspects of the selling situation meet with
affirmative response. while other elements evoke negative
(though perhaps passive and covert) reaction.
He then feeds back to the prospect a continuing mix
of the prospect's own affirmations plus whatever product
information or personal or emotional reassurance seems to
be indicated. The goal of the feedback phase is to support
the customer's perception of the desirability of purchase and
to modify and restructure this perceptual field to the extent
that this may be necessary.
The development of effective, professional salesmen, in
the light of this discussion, requires much more than pr?duct
knowledge or skill in the use of mechanical selling techniques
of the traditional variety, though these may still prove use6

ful. The emphasis in the training programs should be re-directed toward the growth of a self and role conception that
emphasizes the process of cognitive sensing and guiding.
1
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